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I am a paid employee of American Pharmacies.

Disclosure
& Learning
Objectives

At the end of this session, you will be able to:
▪ Discuss the major issues driving the need for

pharmacy adaptation and revenue diversification;
▪ Describe some of the services & products that make
a pharmacy a health‐care destination;
▪ Discuss practical and psychological obstacles to
evolution of the community pharmacy business
model; and
▪ Cite examples of successful pharmacies that are
transitioning to a more clinical, revenue‐diversified
model.
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What’s Driving
Pharmacy
Evolution?

 PBM‐controlled reimbursement model makes
dispensing income unreliable as primary revenue.
 Technology/software rapidly changing the way pre‐
scriptions are dispensed and patients are engaged.
 Shortage of primary care providers and evolution of
POC testing create great opportunities for
pharmacies to expand role and diversify revenue.
 Disruptors (Amazon, GoodRx, etc.) are targeting a
growing slice of dispensing revenue.
 Patients are shifting from a hierarchical role in their
health care to a partnership role with providers.
Wellness and prevention growing in importance vs.
traditional medical intervention model.
 COVID pandemic has accelerated pharmacy
evolution and focused more attention on role.
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Our Dispensing
System is
Financially Broken

 Rebate/pay‐to‐play system distorts market
economics and makes drug values murky.
 Underwater MACs, DIR fees, skewed
formularies, other abusive PBM policies
 Generic deflation
 Growth of mail order, central fill, specialty
pharmacies and alternative distribution and
payment models erodes core business.

The current model of dispensing
economics is unsustainable over the
long term for retail pharmacy.
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What Will Tomorrow’s Pharmacy
Be Like?
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Today’s
Pharmacy

Tomorrow’s
Pharmacy

The Pharmacy of Today is built on a
profit per script economic model that is
outdated and becoming financially
untenable.

The Pharmacy of Tomorrow is built on a
profit per patient model that generates
revenue outside third‐party reimbursement.
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Tomorrow’s
Pharmacy Will Be
a Smart Pharmacy
A Smart Pharmacy leverages technology,
software and tech‐savvy pharmacy
employees to efficiently automate time‐
consuming tasks, freeing pharmacists
to focus on patients.

 Robots retrieve meds, count and package,
verify and transport to dispensing window.
 Robots scan thousands of individual NDC
barcodes to maintain accurate inventory
and identify upcoming expirations.
 Technology|software automate patient
outreach, coordinate care, synch scripts,
monitor adherence and set tele‐consults.
 3‐D drug printing enables production of
custom medications on‐demand.
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Dispensing
Will Continue
to Automate
Consumers increasingly want delivery
of products without long waits or
traveling long distances. Plus,
automation can decrease dispensing
costs significantly while reducing
errors.
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Primary Care
Shortfall Creates
Pharmacy
Opportunities
A primary- care physician
shortage of 17,800 to 48,000 is
projected by 2034. The number of
Americans 65 & older is expected
to increase 42.4% over this period.
The number of pharmacists is
increasing.

 Declining numbers of PCPs creates growing
void in primary care system.
 Pharmacists capable of taking on many follow‐
up/monitoring/coordination of care tasks
 Comprehensive Medication Management
increasingly valuable as tool to improve
outcomes and reduce hospital readmissions
 Chronic disease management
 Wellness programs & prevention education
 Point of Care testing
 Digital therapeutics to help patients monitor
and report data on their condition
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What Makes
Pharmacies
Health‐Care
Destinations?

SERVICES
 Education programs that help patients
understand and manage their conditions
 Clinical Services that support disease
management (diabetes, COPD, etc).
 Transitional Care Management
 Immunizations
 Point of Care Testing

A Pharmacy that supports patient health
& well‐being offers services that go far
beyond dispensing and
supplement/enhance primary care

 A1C Testing & Monitoring
 Individual Counseling
 Comprehensive Medication Management
(requires advanced credentials and CPA
with one or more physicians)
 MTM (no CPA required)
 Wellness programs such as weight loss and
smoking cessation.
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What Makes
Pharmacies
Health‐Care
Destinations?

PRODUCTS
 Diabetic Supplies, Shoes, Foods
 Home Medical Equipment|Life Aids
 Vitamins|Nutraceuticals|Probiotics
 CBD Products

A Pharmacy that supports patient health
& well‐being offers non‐prescription
products that enable wellness and
independence.

 At‐Home Test Kits
 Patient monitoring/diagnostic devices
Each of these categories has strong
underlying demand that is projected to
grow significantly.
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 Patients’ insurance largely dictates where they get their
prescriptions filled.

Remember:

 To thrive, independent pharmacies must offer unique
products and services patients can’t get elsewhere.
 Patients will pay out of pocket for high‐quality
products and services.

Your patients respect
and trust you. They
want your guidance.
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Obstacles to
Change

 Technology/software is expensive. And many
pharmacists /techs lack skills to effectively
manage software platforms and digital tools.

The transition to a tech‐based,
diversified, patient‐focused model
may be necessary and inevitable, but
that doesn’t mean it’s easy.

 Many physicians opposed to pharmacists
expanding their scope of practice.

 Lack of provider status limits revenue
opportunities and creates billing challenges.

 Inconsistent regulatory landscape across U.S.
 Many older pharmacy owners fear change or
lack mindset to embrace the needed transition.
 “Niche” mentality can become a trap
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Be sure your change strategy addresses:

You Must
Have a
Workable
Strategy

 How your clinical services and product lines
will integrate into a cohesive whole
 What floor space/resources/software you
need to effect your desired changes
 The staffing/skillsets/workflows you need
 REALISTIC TIMETABLES W/DEADLINES
 COSTS/BUDGET
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Actually,
Einstein never
said this,
but still…….

……the message
is powerful
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 Break goals down into manageable objectives
with realistic timetables. Write them down.
 Make a weekly time commitment to your
change efforts.

Tips for Easing the
Change Process

 Stick to your budget.
 Involve your entire staff: all your employees
must buy in for you to be successful.
 Make sure your staff have the right skills to rise
to the challenge.
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It’s Easy to Dwell on
Challenges. Do the
Same ThingYou Do
for Your Patients…

FOCUS ON OUTCOMES
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Panel Discussion
Our panel of five successful and
forward‐looking pharmacists will
answer questions from the
audience and me. This is a great
learning opportunity, but don’t be
bashful about raising your hand
and asking a question. We’ll bring
you a microphone.

ASHLEY SEYFARTH, PharmD
Kare Pharmacies
New Mexico
JASON TURNER, PharmD
Moundsville Pharmacy
West Virginia
STEVE HOFFART, PharmD
Magnolia Pharmacy
Texas
NICOLETTE MATHEY, PharmD
Palm Beach Pharmacy
ATRIUM24
Florida
AUSTIN BROWN, PharmD
Advanced Care Pharm. Services
Michigan
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❶ Write Down 1 major change that you
would like to achieve to help make
your pharmacy a healthcare
destination.

An Exercise
Writing Down Goals Makes Them
Concrete & Gives Them Power

❷ Write down what you consider to be
the biggest obstacle to implementing
that change.

❸ Listen to Libby Gill Speak this
afternoon.

❹ Read your obstacle again and write down
a brief statement on how you will
overcome it.
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ADAPT, INNOVATE,

EVOLVE
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THANK YOU!
Evaluation Link for Friday CE Sessions:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/F7JGGBB
“Secret Code”: APEX
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